Hello AGGIES – I’m at a meeting today and you have a guest teacher. Please make sure you sit
in your assigned seats and remember our discussion about our behavior when I am gone.
Make sure you personally do everything you can to make today feels respectful for the guest
teacher. Here is the lesson plan I left for the guest teacher:
Math 7 (Periods 1, 2, 3, and 7)

Please have students start the period by using their Chromebook to access agenda on
the class website. They need to read the student note and write down the homework.

Today students will continue working to review and reinforce skills from earlier in the
year. Students may work together at their table group as long as they can stay focused
on the task and not get too loud. If at any point you can make with a “work alone” quiet
activity if you feel the need to.

1. Start by passing back the work students started on Friday.
a. For each period there is a paper passer designated on each classes set of
papers.
b. There are also some extra copies for the students who were absent Friday
2. When a student finishes the Angles and Area review pages they should begin work on
the pages where they are asked to Solve word problems (pages 215 and 216). Please
ask students to put their name and period number on their papers. Whatever of these
two pages they do not finish becomes their homework.
3. If a student finishes the Solve word problem pages give them the Test of Genius
pages. They do not need to finish the Test of Genius pages for homework.

I’m sure the day will go well. However, if there is a problem with behavior I have given the
guest teacher the following instructions:
“All periods today students will be watching lesson videos. In case there are any
behavior issues that don’t clear up with a warning or two please send the student(s)
involved to Ms. Montgomery in the office with their Chromebook to finish the lesson.”
If the guest teacher has to send you to the office, we will discuss the consequences when I
am back on Monday. I know there will be a loss of social time as well as a call home to your
parents about the behavior. Hopefully there will not be any problems and everyone will
have a great day!

Thanks for being on your best behavior for the guest teacher.

